INTRODUCTION
In many predatory vertebrates, small moving objects elicit pursuit and capture movements [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Conversely, large or looming objects frequently trigger escape [9] [10] [11] [12] . In the zebrafish brain, visual objects are processed in the optic tectum [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . Recent studies demonstrated that information about object size can be transmitted directly to tectal neurons from retinal ganglion cells (RGCs) [8, 16, 17] . Yet it remains unclear how size information is further processed by local tectal circuitry and, critically, how it is evaluated to generate distinct behavioral outputs.
In birds and mammals, the optic tectum and its homologous mammalian structure, the superior colliculus (SC), control orienting behavior through direct target selection and through the weighing of stimulus value. Notably, in barn owls, the tectum is an integral part of midbrain circuitry that assigns priority between competing stimuli [18] . In primates, activity within the SC is required for target selection during saccadic eye movements [19] [20] [21] . However, because these studies rely predominantly on electrophysiological recordings and relatively unspecific perturbations, very little is known about the contributions of individual cell types to these behavioral functions. A genetically accessible system may help bridge this gap, provided these animals show sufficiently complex decision-making behavior. Here, we introduce zebrafish larvae as such a system.
We assay sensorimotor action selection in larval zebrafish by the presentation of small and large moving objects, such that the behavioral output is a direct report of whether the stimulus was classified as ''positive'' (edible) or ''negative'' (threatening). This behavioral paradigm, combined with calcium imaging, pharmacogenetic lesions, and optogenetic manipulations, allowed us to investigate how neural circuits in the tectum generate valence decisions based on the classification of visual stimuli by size. We provide evidence that a genetically identified population of tectal neurons, belonging to the non-stratified periventricular interneuron (nsPVIN) class [22] , biases behavior toward approach at small sizes. Our results suggest a model in which the decision about whether to approach or avoid an object is made by competition between dedicated tectal circuits that inherit, in part, their tuning from size-selective RGCs.
RESULTS

A Novel Behavioral Assay Scores Vision-Dependent Action Selection
We developed a behavioral assay in which free-swimming larval zebrafish were exposed to moving dots of constant velocity and maximal contrast (black dots on a white background). For behavioral trials, a single larva was placed in a transparent plastic chamber above a computer screen. Visual stimuli were generated on the computer screen, and a high-speed camera recorded the larva's movements from above ( Figure 1A ). For each behavioral trial, a single larva was presented with dots of seven distinct sizes (each dot size was presented nine times before the dot size was changed). The initial position of the dots and the order in which dots of different sizes were presented was pseudo-randomly ordered. Dot sizes ranged from 1 to 50 of the larva's visual field. Approach and avoidance were readily distinguishable by both the direction and speed of the larva's movement ( Figures 1B, 1C , and S1; Movies S1 and S2). Approach behaviors typically persisted across 3 or 4 frames of the video acquisition (60 Hz), with the direction of movement consistently toward the dot. This resulted in a reorientation and sustained pursuit of the dot (Figures S1D and S1F; Movie S1), often involving J-turns, a hallmark of prey capture behavior [1, 4, [6] [7] [8] . In contrast, avoidance behaviors were markedly faster (always less than two frames at 60 Hz) and further characterized by swimming away from the direction of the dot's motion (Figures S1E and S1G; Movie S2).
To quantify each dot-larva interaction, we used the following two behavioral indices: a response index (R.I.) = (the number of approaches minus the number of avoidances) divided by (the total number of larva-dot interactions) and a valence index (V.I.) = (the number of approaches minus the number of avoidances) divided by (the number of approaches plus the number of avoidances). In both indices, approach is assigned a positive value (maximum possible response equal to 1) and avoidance a negative value (maximum possible response equal to À1; Figures 1D  and 1E ). The R.I. considers each time the fish encounters a dot, including trials where the dot does not elicit a behavioral response. This metric allowed us to assess the overall strength of the stimulus in eliciting a behavior as well as the direction of the behavior, toward or away from the dot. In contrast, the V.I. provides a measure of the value assigned to the stimulus regardless of the strength of the behavioral response.
With Increasing Dot Size, Behavior Switches from Approach to Avoidance We found that small moving dots (<5 ) elicited mainly approaches and large dots (>10 ) avoidances. In a narrow range between 5 and 10 , the behavior transitioned from approach to avoidance and was highly variable. In response to a 5 dot, the indices exhibited the largest variance (SEM = 0.10 for R.I.; SEM = 0.27 for V.I.) and hovered around zero (p = 0.4384; one-sample, t test), suggesting that this size represents an ambiguous stimulus to the fish larvae. To better resolve the transition range, we subjected a subset of nine fish to an expanded stimulus set (1  , 2  ,  3 ,
, and 10 ). Preference for approach behaviors was observed for 1 , 2 , and 3 dots. Near equal propensities for avoidance and approach (and therefore highly variable presented on a computer screen below the larva while a camera records behavior from above.
(B) Schematic of behavioral paradigm. As a dot enters the visual field of the larva, the behavioral response is scored. Neutral interactions are scored when the fish has no response to the dot (no change in direction or speed or no overall movement). An approach interaction is scored when the larva changes direction to match the trajectory of the moving dot (denoted in blue in the schematic). An avoidance interaction is scored when the larva changes its direction to avoid the dot's trajectory of motion (denoted in red in the schematic). (H) V.I. tuning curves for three additional ages 4, 5, and 15 dpf. Data from 7 dpf (E) are included here for comparison (4 dpf: n = 5, orange line; 5 dpf: n = 18, green line; 7 dpf: n = 37, black line; 15 dpf: n = 18, purple line). For all panels, error bars indicate the SEM. See also Figure S1 and Movies S1 and S2.
behavior) occurred for 4 , 5 , 7 , and 9 dots. At 10 , the sign of the R.I. changed to a significantly negative value, indicating that, at this size, avoidances predominated ( Figures 1F and 1G) . Whereas a clear transition between approach and avoidance is observed in all fish, individual fish exhibited variability both in the dot size that represented the approach-avoidance transition and in the overall strength of their behavioral responses. Individual data (R.I., V.I., and fraction of behavioral responses) for all 37 fish presented in Figure 1 are presented in Figure S1 .
Next, we asked when during development the behavior arises and whether size preferences change in older larvae compared to 7 dpf. Shortly after hatching (4 dpf), larvae already exhibited a biphasic psychometric function when first tested, indicating that the observed size preferences are innate. Interestingly, older larvae (15 dpf) consistently approached dots of 5 , which were ambiguous to 7-dpf larvae. This suggests that the behavioral transition point moves to larger sizes, concomitant with the fish growing in size ( Figure 1H ).
Retina and Tectum Are Required for Visually Evoked Avoidance and Approach Behaviors
Changes in overall luminance detected through the pineal gland and deep brain photoreceptors are capable of driving phototaxis [23, 24] . To test contributions of such non-retinal photodetection mechanisms to the behaviors examined here, we used nitroreductase to remove RGCs (Figures 2A and S2) . Atoh7:Gal4-VP16 transgenic fish were crossed to carriers of UAS:Nitroreductase(Nfsb)-mChry and treated with metronidazole (MTZ) at 5 dpf. Within a few hours, MTZ is converted by nitroreductase into a cytotoxic compound resulting in the cell-autonomous death of cells expressing it [25] . Ablation of RGCs resulted in a flattening of the behavioral response curve, with no responses significantly different from zero (uncorrected p = 0.741, 0.436, 0.254, 0.068, 0.039, 0.012, and 0.229 for sizes 1 -50 ; one-sample t test with Bonferroni correction; p < 0.007 at alpha = 0.05). Surgically enucleated fish similarly did not respond to dots of any size, with no responses significantly different than zero (Figures 2B and S3 ; uncorrected p = 1.000, 0.786, 0.374, 0.423, 0.391, 0.718, and 0.391 for sizes 1 -50 , respectively; one-sample t test with Bonferroni correction; p < 0.007 at alpha = 0.05). Both experiments confirm that retinal function is necessary to mediate both the avoidance of large objects and the approach toward small objects.
Whereas more than 95% of RGC axons make synaptic connections in the tectum, visually guided behaviors can be mediated by other retinorecipient brain areas [2, 26] . To test the contribution of the tectum in our behavioral assay, we crossed the Gal4s1013t enhancer trap line, previously characterized to drive broad expression in the optic tectum [27] , to a UAS line expressing tetanus-toxin light chain (TeTxLC) fused to CFP ( -50 , respectively; p < 0.007 at alpha = 0.05). This effect was not seen when only a subset of tectal neurons, labeled in the Gal4s1038t line, were ablated (Figures 2E and 2F; two-way ANOVA; Tukey's correction). These cells are projection neurons of unknown function in the posterior tectum and are contained within the Gal4s1013t-labeled population [27] . This result demonstrated that not all tectal populations contribute equally to the behaviors tested here.
Ablation of SINs Impairs Large Object Avoidance
The superficial interneurons (SINs) are GABAergic neurons positioned within the superficial layers of the optic tectum and have been reported to receive size-tuned retinal inputs [16, 17] . A substantial fraction of the SINs are labeled in the Gal4s1156t enhancer trap line ( Figures 2G and S2 ) [27] . This driver line, however, labels additional GABAergic cell types in the periventricular layer, preventing us from using either nitroreductase or TeTxLC. We therefore used a pulsed infrared (two-photon) laser to selectively ablate between 2 and 12 SINs in both tectal hemispheres. Following ablation, larvae were allowed to recover overnight and behavioral experiments were performed on the following day (7 dpf). All larvae were subsequently imaged to confirm the successful and exclusive removal of SINs.
In SIN-ablated larvae, behavioral responses were impaired, particularly to large sizes. At 30 , the strength of the behavioral response was significantly decreased, with R.I. shifted to less negative values ( Figure 2H ; ''SIN ablated'' R.I. = À0.44; ''non-ablated'' R.I. = À0.74; adjusted p = 0.04 at 30
; two-way ANOVA; Bonferroni correction). Responses to small dots were also diminished, although to a lesser extent. Fish in which a large number of SINs were ablated tended to show greater behavioral deficits than fish with more restricted lesions, although individuals with the same number of cells targeted could vary in the extent of their impairment ( Figure S2 ). This heterogeneity suggests that other factors, such as SIN subtype identity [17] and position in the tectum, may contribute to their functional relevance. Importantly, we found no difference in the fraction of approaches or avoidances in SIN-ablated larvae. Rather, these fish were less responsive across the entire range of sizes, consistent with a role for SINs in stimulus detection ( Figures 2I and 2J ).
Ablation of Gal4mpn354 Neurons Shifts Responses from Approach to Avoidance
In the newly generated gene trap line Gal4mpn354, labeling is largely restricted to the dorsal tectum and the cerebellum, with occasional expression in trunk musculature of the larval body axis ( Figures 3A and S4 ). Due to variegation in the expression pattern, it is possible to select for larvae in which labeling is largely restricted to the tectum. Ablations of Gal4mpn354 cells in fish expressing nitroreductase selectively disrupted behavioral responses to small sizes (Figures 3A and 3B; Movie S3; two-way ANOVA with Tukey's correction; p = 0.038; p = 0.032 at 1
). The overall rate of behavioral responsiveness was unaffected ( Figure 3C ). For 1 dots, however, we found a shift in the sign of the V.I. from positive (approach) to negative (avoidance) when Gal4mpn354-ablated larvae were compared to controls ( Figure 3D ; p = 0.0003; Fisher's exact test performed on approach and avoidance counts), indicating that the observed change arose from both an increase in the number of avoidances and a decrease in the number of approaches to small dots.
In the above experiment, nitroreductase also removed Gal4mpn354-labeled cells outside of the tectum. Although these cells represent a small fraction, it is still possible that they contributed to the observed phenotype. We therefore attempted to selectively laser ablate the labeled neurons in the tectum, leaving the cerebellar population intact. These experiments are difficult, owing to the limited number of cells that can be reliably ablated in an individual fish without affecting its overall health and behavior. Furthermore, as will be shown below, the Gal4mpn354 population is heterogeneous in its physiological responses, suggesting that removing a random subset will result in a diverse range of effects. Nevertheless, we succeeded in reproducing the phenotype of the nitroreductase ablation in fish in which 20 or more Gal4mpn354 neurons were removed ( Figure S5 shows a representative example). Together, these experiments strongly suggest that the Gal4mpn354 tectal circuitry biases the behavioral response toward approach.
Optogenetic Activation of Gal4mpn354 Neurons Facilitates Approach Behavior
We next asked whether Gal4mpn354 neurons were capable of actively driving approach behaviors. We transiently expressed For all panels, error bars indicate the SEM. *p < 0.05; **p < 0.005; ***p < 0.0005. See also Figure S5 and Movie S3.
UAS:ChR2-mCherry under the control of the Gal4mpn354 driver and tested larvae positive for red (mCherry) fluorescence in our behavioral assay while a blue light LED array (475 nm) was pulsed at 10 Hz (20% duty cycle). This illumination regime is expected to activate ChR2 and facilitate spiking of Gal4mpn354-positive neurons. We found that global activation of Gal4mpn354 neurons resulted in an increase in approach behaviors at the smallest size presented (Figures 3E and 3F) . Whereas the blue light illumination regime reduced behavioral responses to dots of all sizes, and in some cases changed the V.I., slightly inverting it at 1 for control fish and decreasing it at 10 for ChR2-expressing fish, we could not detect differences in overall behavioral responsiveness between Gal4mpn354 larvae and Gal4-negative control larvae exposed to the same illumination protocol ( Figure S5 ). It is likely that the mildly aversive nature of the blue light stimulus is responsible for these observed effects.
The Majority of Gal4mpn354 Neurons Are Narrowly Tuned to Object Size To test the tuning of individual Gal4mpn354 neurons, we used a UAS:GCaMP6s line to drive the expression of the genetically encoded calcium indicator, GCaMP6s, as a readout of neural activity [28] . Using a custom-built two-photon microscope, we imaged neural activity in head-restrained larvae while presenting visual stimuli (Figures 4A and 4B) . A miniature OLED screen positioned directly in front of the larva presented moving bars of varying widths. To prevent light from the OLED screen from reaching the PMTs, we placed two magenta filters over the screen and reduced the total luminance of the stimulus by presenting a gray moving bar on a black background. A horizontally moving vertical bar was chosen to ensure activation of the entire elevation (vertical axis) of the visual field. With this configuration, we could reliably elicit strong calcium responses to the stimulus. An example of the raw calcium response in a 1 -tuned cell is shown in Figure 4B .
We initially imaged young larvae (5 dpf). In 72 cells recorded from ten larvae, we found that half of the cells (52%) were ( Figures 4C-4E ). To rule out that sampling any subset of tectal neurons might lead to a similar size tuning distribution, we imaged the responses of Gal4s1038t fish crossed to UAS:GCaMP6s ( Figure 4F ). In 38 cells from five larvae, we found a significantly different distribution of size-tuned neurons. Overall, the number of cells responding to the visual stimuli was much lower in Gal4s1038t when compared to Gal4mpn354 larvae, and the vast majority of neurons labeled in Gal4s1038t were tuned to sizes between 10 and 40 ( Figures 4G-4I ). Neurons preferring small sizes or dually tuned neurons were largely absent in the Gal4s1038t population. The mean population responses were significantly different between Gal4mpn354 and Gal4s1038t populations (Figures 4I-4K ; Mann-Whitney U test; p = 0.0478).
Size Tuning of Gal4mpn354 Neurons Is Shaped by Inputs from AF7-Projecting RGCs
The contribution of Gal4mpn354 neurons to small object approach is consistent with a role in prey capture. Between 5 and 7 dpf, prey capture behavior undergoes substantial refinement [1] . Consistent with maturation of the underlying circuitry, we found a proportionately larger number of Gal4mpn354 neurons tuned to small stimuli (1 , 3 , and 5 ) at 7 dpf than at 5 dpf ( Figure 5A ; compare with Figure 4A ). We hypothesized that weakening preyselective visual inputs would alter the tuning of Gal4mpn354 neurons. RGCs that project to pretectal visual area AF7 and the superficial layer SO of the tectum have recently been identified as components of a prey-detection pathway [8] . We targeted some of the RGC afferents in AF7 for laser ablation in triple-transgenic zebrafish expressing UAS:GCaMP6s, driven by Gal4mpn354, as well as Shh:GFP to label all RGCs [29] . Size tuning was assessed by calcium imaging at 6 or 7 dpf, 1 day after the lesion of AF7 ( Figure S6) . Interestingly, when AF7-RGCs were ablated and collateral inputs to the tectum were thus weakened, the frequency distribution and mean population tuning of Gal4mpn354 neurons were shifted to larger sizes (Figures 5B-5E ; Mann-Whitney U test; p = 0.0012). This result suggests that the AF7-RGC axons provide input to the Gal4mpn354 neurons, biasing their responses to small, prey-like stimuli.
Most Gal4mpn354 Neurons Are Glutamatergic and Belong to the nsPVIN Class To characterize the morphology of the Gal4mpn354-labeled neurons, we used a highly variegated version of UAS-driven membrane-targeted GFP named ''BGUG'' [30] for single neuron labeling ( Figures 6A and 6B) . We found that Gal4mpn354 neurons resemble the nsPVINs described recently [31] . These cells notably lack efferent projections and form a bushy neurite arbor straddling several deeper layers of the stratum fibrosum et griseum superficiale (SFGS) and the stratum griseum centrale (SGC). The depth and multi-laminar targeting of their projections suggest a role in integrating visual information arriving from RGCs terminating in different layers of the tectum [31] .
To identify the neurotransmitter identity of the Gal4mpn354 population, we quantified co-localization of Gal4mpn354, UAS: GCaMP6s expression and markers of excitatory and inhibitory neurons, vesicular glutamate transporter 2a (Vglut2a), and glutamate decarboxylase (Gad1b), respectively, using BAC transgenic lines [32, 33] . We found that 76% of Gal4mpn354 neurons co-localized with the glutamatergic marker and 22% with the GABAergic marker (Figures 6C-6E ; n = 6, n = 7, respectively; p = 4.8 3 10
À7 ; two-sample; t test).
DISCUSSION
To dissect the function of the optic tectum in behavioral responses to moving visual objects, we devised a rapid and quantitative behavioral assay for free-swimming zebrafish larvae. The objects presented to the larvae differed only in size, whereas shape, absolute speed of movement, and contrast were held constant. Variations in object size were sufficient to evoke either approach or avoidance. Small dots (subtending visual angles of <5 at their nearest distance to the larva) were generally attractive, whereas large objects (R10 ) were aversive. This behavioral bifurcation is rooted in the fish larva's ecology and is innate. Approaches resemble attempts at prey capture, whereas avoidances are defensive reactions to a perceived threat, i.e., the strike of a predator or an impending collision. We confirmed this interpretation by analysis of the locomotor maneuvers that the fish perform: approaches were composed of extended pursuits, whereas avoidances were usually initiated by fast-start escapes. Moreover, older fish larvae approached larger dots, which younger larvae avoided, consistent with a growth-related shift in the preferred food particle size.
Consistent with previous work in birds, amphibians, mammals, and fish, a series of genetic and surgical lesion experiments in zebrafish larvae demonstrated that both behaviors depend on the retina and its projections to the tectum. Extraretinal, e.g., deep-brain [23] or pineal [24] , photoreception mechanisms appear to contribute very little, if at all, to avoidance of dimming or looming stimuli, at least under the conditions employed here (see also [12] ).
An important consideration in classifying behavioral responses in a free-swimming, open-loop assay is the potential for the fish's perception of the dot size to change and thus the risk of misclassifying a behavioral response. We think this is a negligible concern in our assay. During the first week of life, larval zebrafish are highly myopic. In a similar behavioral configuration (with drifting gratings presented from below), responses were not observed at angles greater than 20 from the vertical plane [34] . The short resolving distance of the larval fish therefore constrains the range over which objects can be perceived.
Both sensory discrimination and action selection have been assigned to the tectum by previous work in mammals, birds, fish, and other vertebrates [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] . In adult goldfish, electrical stimulation of the optic tectum evoked approach or escape depending on the strength and site of current injection [42] . In the barn owl, activity patterns in the optic tectum correlate with changing stimulus salience through rapidly and gradually changing response properties when competing stimuli are presented. This activity is likely to underlie computations that drive target selection by biasing the response toward the most-salient stimulus [18, 39] . In rodents, removal or acute inactivation of the SC has been shown to bias the directional choice of rats during odor discrimination [38] . Finally, in primates, a rich body of literature highlights the contributions of the SC to saccade target selection, especially in situations where distractor stimuli are present [19-21, 36, 41] . Taken together, the studies in owls, rodents, and primates suggest that neural circuits in the optic tectum enhance the perception of target stimuli and/or suppress distractor stimuli through activity patterns that update the saliency of visual stimuli. Here, we add evidence that the diminutive tectum of the larval zebrafish may have a similar dual function in sharpening sensory perception and computing behavioral outputs. We employed our behavioral assay to test the contribution of genetically identified tectal cell types to visual size perception and valence-based behavioral decisions [16, 17, 30, 31, 43, 44] . The behavioral tuning curves of fish carrying genetic lesions of specific cell types allowed us to assign a function to these cells. When SINs are ablated, we see an overall decrease in behavioral responses. This decrease is most pronounced for the stimuli that evoke avoidance, but the trend extends across the entire range of sizes. Remarkably, these deficits are not due to a change in the classification of stimuli; 30 dots are still avoided when detected. Rather, the fraction of behavioral responses is reduced; i.e., the SIN-depleted fish often ignore the moving dots. The SINs, thus, appear to be important for accurate perception of objects, perhaps by increasing visual resolving power or by enhancing stimulus-to-background contrast.
In contrast, cells within the Gal4mpn354 population appear to have a specific role in the classification of small objects, which then leads to a valence-based behavioral decision. When Gal4mpn354 neurons are ablated, small dots tend to be avoided rather than approached. This switch is not due to a decrease in behavioral responsiveness, suggesting that small dots are still being perceived but are now misclassified. Gal4mpn354-depleted larvae show normal OMR and OKR (Figure S5 ; data not shown for OKR). This finding excludes an unspecific effect of these cells on motor control. Rather, their optogenetic activation appears to facilitate neuronal responses to potential prey objects. The ability to enhance approach, by A B C Figure 7 . Hypothetical Model of a Sensorimotor Decision Circuit in the Tectum (A) In the intact circuit, size-tuned RGC inputs for small and large objects arrive in the tectum. This information is processed by parallel ''channels'' within the tectal circuitry leading to approach and avoidance behaviors for small and large objects, respectively. When visual stimuli are of intermediate size, additional computations are required to classify stimuli preceding a behavioral decision. In the tectum, Gal4mpn354 neurons contribute to the crosstalk between approach and avoidance pathways. Their activation serves to bias behavioral output toward approach. (B) When Gal4mpn354 neurons are ablated, the output of the approach pathway is weakened and behavior is biased toward avoidance. (C) Activation of Gal4mpn354 neurons using ChR2 facilitates approach behaviors.
remotely activating the Gal4mpn354 population of neurons, and to shift approach to avoidance, by lesioning it, strongly suggests that a significant proportion of the Gal4mpn354 neurons are components of an approach pathway. In fact, the behavioral switch may be explained by the existence of a competing avoidance circuit, which is somewhat responsive even to small objects but normally suppressed by Gal4mpn354 cells (Figure 7 ). When this inhibition is removed by Gal4mpn354 ablation, tectal output becomes biased toward escape regardless of stimulus size.
We have begun to explore the physiological function of the Gal4mpn354 population by simultaneous visual stimulation and calcium imaging in a semi-restrained, ''head-fixed'' configuration. Using GCaMP6s, we find that the Gal4mpn354 driver labels neurons that are each tuned to a narrow range of sizes but as a population to the full range of sizes tested (1 -40 ) . A non-overlapping group of tectal cells, the posterior projection neurons labeled in the Gal4s1038t driver line, displayed a significantly different population tuning, which was shifted to larger sizes. Although we do not yet know the behavioral function of Gal4s1038t neurons, this finding indicates that different tectal neurons are specialized in their size selectivity and participate in different behavioral output pathways.
Recently, our group discovered that prey capture relies on two morphological types of RGCs, which arborize in the extratectal AF7 before sending afferents to the most-superficial layer of the tectum [8] . Here, we show that ablations of AF7 neuropil, thus damaging collateral projections to the tectum, result in a shift of the population response of Gal4mpn354 neurons from small-to large-object preference compared to larvae with an intact AF7. We do not know whether the tuning of individual Gal4mpn354 cells is altered or whether many of the AF7-receptive cells become unresponsive following AF7 ablation. The fact that we see generally fewer cells responding to visual stimuli argues in favor of the latter scenario.
Together, our results suggest that the tectum may discriminate objects by size through mechanisms that enhance visual resolution (via SINs and other cells) and may select appropriate behavior through mechanisms that assign valence to pre-processed stimuli (potentially via nsPVINs [31] contained within the Gal4mpn354 population; see Figure 7 ). Future work is warranted to investigate the impact of neuromodulation on tectal processing [45] , comparable to that provided by striatal circuits in mammals and birds. These studies are sure to add new components to the sophisticated sensorimotor mechanisms achieved by this phylogenetically conserved brain structure.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
All experimental procedures can be found in the Supplemental Information. All animal procedures conformed to the institutional guidelines set by the Max Planck Society, the Regierung von Oberbayern, and the University of California, San Francisco. 
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